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Sweden has a long history as to the landbased cadastre whereas the marine cadastre represents a newer concept. During 2015, an inquiry remit “Havsgränsutredningen”¹, presented their findings and proposals as to maritime boundaries in the Swedish context. The remit also proposed e.g. that a database should be built-up in close connection to the Swedish Real Property Register. The database in question should include disposition rights on public water, e.g. for fish or mussel farming, wind parks etc. The database is proposed to be built up jointly by Lantmäteriet, Sjöfartsverket² and Kammarkollegiet.

In parallel with these activities; the Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management is taking part in the implementation of Sea Basin Strategies and has e.g. one of the lead roles as to the EU-funded project on Coherent Marine Spatial Planning for the Baltic. The agency also has a leading role as to the implementation of Maritime Planning in Sweden.³

¹ Inquery remit on Maritime Boundaries, SOU 2015:10
² Swedish Maritime Administration
³ Maritime Planning (ordinance 2015:400)